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Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! Calling all potters, throwers and manual builders. We run a clay contest and we want all of you to enter. Working with clay is a meditative art - it is tactile, makes you think and teaches you to wait. We want to reward your weeks of work and patient decorations
with new tools to use for your craft. Show us your DIY ovens, bowls, sculptures, jewelry, and everything you make out of clay. Your designs can win you a Pottery Wheel Artista, sculptural wheels, bison pruning tools, a polymer clay oven and more. Visit the new clay channel for inspiration. Want more contests? Check
out The Instructables upcoming contests here! The clay competition is closed. Hello everyone, today I'll show you how to make clay aliens. This is my first instructable so please don't get angry at me if it doesn't meet your expectations. Step 1. Take 8 pieces of clay, any color. Step 2. Roll the biggest piece in the snake
and curve just at the end. It's the body of aliens. Step 3. Roll another piece of clay into the ball. these are the eyes of aliens. Step 4. Roll the second small piece into the ball and indicate the tip. This is the top of the alien head. Step 5. Roll the last three pieces into long skinny snakes. These are the feet of aliens. Step 6.
Put three small pieces on the curved part of the body. Step 7. Attach the eye to the upper body. Step 8. Put the top of the head on the eye. Finally, Step 9. Take the last 2 pieces and smooth them out, place one at a time on the front of the eye. Now your clay alien is complete! It's simple and fast to finish everything you
need for this project of white, orange, green, pink, and black oven to bake clay. around a good-sized oval of white clay. Choose a side where you want the rabbits to face. Tap your thumb close to the top of the oval. apartment at the bottom of the oval. Create two small circles for the bow of the rabbit. attach them to the
bottom of the thumb impression. Take a smaller piece of pink clay and round and attach it to the nose.roll of two lightly thick pieces of white clay and shape them into the ears. Take on small pieces of pink clay and form the same shape as white clay ears, but a little smaller. attach to the head and mix the ear and head
together. around a piece of white clay more than a head. This part will be used for the body of the rabbit. attach the body to the head and mix the clay with each other. Pull your head back slowly.roll four small cylinders for the rabbit's feet. attach to the body and mix the body and legs together. Around a small ball of white
clay to be used for tail.round rabbits of two very small pieces of black clay. attach them to the head just above the nose. DO NOT mix in face.for carrots roll out a piece of orange clay and it's in the shape of a carrot. Take a finger nail and and indentations in orange clay to make it more real. Take three small pieces of
green clay and form them into leaves. Use your nail again to form folds on the leaves. attach them to the orange clay. Don't mix it up. and your FINISHED!! Hope you enjoyed creating this Garden Soil project much more than simple dirt. A carefully studied, garden soil is a complex mixture of mineral particles, organic
material, moisture, living organisms and chemical nutrients. One of the most important factors in the soil's ability to grow plants is its texture, as dictated by the size of the mineral particles found in it. Depending on the size of these soil particles, the texture can range from very porous (sandy) to extremely dense and
resistant to water movement. The soil of this latter type is known as clay soil, due to the fact that most of its mineral particles are very small clays. Clay soil is a soil consisting of very small mineral particles and not much organic material. The resulting soil is quite sticky, as there is not much space between mineral
particles, and it does not merge at all. Clay soil is common in many parts of the United States and this can be very problematic if you are trying to grow a flower or vegetable garden. While some trees and shrubs grow well in clay, most annuals, perennials and vegetables do not have roots strong enough to force their way
through. dense clay. And if spring flower bulbs are your dream, forget about it - most bulbs tend to rot during the winter in clay soils. However, clay soils can be improved. With some background information and a well-designed strategy, you will be able to grow flowers and vegetables to the contents of your heart. If you
notice that water tends to puddle on the ground rather than soak up, it is likely your land is made up of clay. Soil consisting of more than 50 percent of clay particles is called heavy clay. To determine whether you have clay soil or not, you can do a simple soil test. But chances are you probably already know if you have
clay soil. If your soil sticks to shoes and garden tools like glue, forms large lumps that are not easy to separate, and peel again and crack in dry weather, you have clay. Spruce/Sandhya Moraes Even the clay soil has some good qualities. Clay, because of its density, retains moisture well. It also tends to be more nutrientrich than other types of soil. The reason for this is that that make up the clay soil are negatively charged, which means that they attract and hold positively charged particles such as calcium, potassium and magnesium. In addition to the flaws mentioned above, clay also has the following negative qualities: Slow drying To
keep warm in easy, making it difficult for plant roots to growTendency to heave in winterTendency be alkaline in pH spruce/Sandhya Moraes Improving your clay soil will take a bit of work, but the good news is that the work you do instantly improve the structure of your soil and make it easier to work. Much of the work is
done behind the front, although some annual chores are needed to prolong the improvement of the soil. It is best to improve the entire planting area all at once rather than trying to improve the soil in individual landing holes as you need it. If you dig a planting hole in the clay soil, then drop into the plant and beautifully
change the only soil you use to fill, your plant will be happy for a while. But you have essentially done nothing more than create a flower pot in the ground. Eventually, the plant will begin to send roots that will be stopped in their tracks when they reach the clay walls of the landing hole. You end up with a root-related plant
that it won't grow as big or healthy as it should. Start by determining the growing area for your garden bed. If you improve the existing bed, you can dig out any plants that you want to preserve and install them in pots until your soil improvement is complete. If you are preparing a new bed, you will need to go through the
basics of starting a new garden bed. To improve the soil, you need to add 6 to 8 inches of organic matter to the entire bed. You can add any organic matter that you can get your hands on. Grass clippings (until they have been processed with chemicals), crushed leaves, rotten manure, and compost are all perfect
choices. The spread of organic matter on top of the soil. That's where manual labor comes in. Digging it in and mixing it with a shovel is a great way to do this, as it moves a lot of earth without spraying soil particles the way to treat can. However, if digging is just too your back, using a cultivated method is an excellent
method. When you're done, your garden bed will be a few inches taller than it was originally, but that's not a problem. Your garden bed will settle some over the season course as the organic material breaks down. The structure of the soil will continue to improve as the microorganisms in the soil work to break down all
the organic matter that you have added. The bed can be planted immediately. Plan to add more organic matter in the form of compost once or twice a year. This will continue the process of improving the soil structure and making up for any settlement that occurs. Illustration: © The Spruce, 2019 Surprisingly often, people
imagine what the right way dense clay soil is to add the opposite kind of mineral material - sand. After all, loamy soils, regarded as ideal garden soil, are a mixture of sand and clay. Unfortunately, when is added directly to the clay, resulting in something that more accurately resembles concrete. The reason loam soils are
great for plants is that they have a great ratio of organic material in them as a basis for sand and clay. Without a lot of organic material, clay plus sand equals a terrible garden. Clay soils are best improved with the addition of compost and other organic materials only. After a season or so, it's a good idea to assemble a
soil sample and test it to see if you have any nutrient deficiencies or pH issues. The report you get back will offer suggestions on how to improve the garden further. Add any organic fertilizer or soil amendments outlined in your report, and your bed will still be perfect for growing healthy plants for years to come. Organic
material will need to be constantly added to prevent your garden from returning to its dire clay condition. Fortunately, this becomes a self-fulfilling process as the garden plant material collapses and works its way into the soil. Instead of cleaning your garden up to the soil line every fall, allow the leaves and other plant
materials to disintegrate naturally and become part of the current ecosystem of good garden soil. If your garden is sometimes mulched with lots of compost, there will be little extra work you need to do. clay mineral structure. clay minerals and soil structure. give the structure and characteristics of montmorillonite clay
minerals. clay minerals and soil structure pdf. structure of clay minerals pdf. structure of silicate clay minerals. soil structure and clay minerals ppt. structures and mineralogy of clay minerals
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